Western Washington Native American Education Consortium
2/14/24
8:00-8:30a.m
Location: Virtual Attendance:

1. Amanda Rambayon
2. Rachel Barger
3. Jenny Serpa
4. Sandra Gordon
5. Otellie Trujillo

Topic: Merit Award Scholarship

- Merit Award Scholarship
  - Motion was made to discuss changing question D on the application 1st Sandra Gordon 2nd Otellie Trujillo
  - Motion was made to vote on 2 question options- one regarding mastery based learning and the other on native regalia at graduation 1st Rachael Barger 2nd Amanda Rambayon
  - Board approved the change of question D new question will be reflected on the scholarship application
  - Board also discussed and Sandra will make an edit to the application to ensure that the name of the WWNAEC member who is sponsoring the student is on the application.
  - Board also discussed a by-law change in the future to allow for more than 1 student to be sponsored by a WWNAEC member

Mtg Adjourned 8:27am